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The Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy promotes the princi-
ples of individual freedom and personal responsibility. The Institute
believes these principles are best encouraged through policies that
emphasize a free economy, private initiative, and limited government.
By focusing on public policy issues such as education, the environment,
law, economics, and social welfare, the Institute strives to foster a better
understanding of the principles of a free society among leaders in govern-
ment, academia, the media, and the business community.

The Institute's Center for School Reform explores and promotes a vari-
ety of school reform strategies, including charter schools, expanded
school choice, public-private partnerships, school finance reform, raised
academic standards, and well-crafted accountability systems.

Developing and Implementing Academic Standards is the first publi-
cation in the Center's series, Templates for Legislative and Policy
Reform. The Center's Templates describe all relevant issues that officials
and legislators must understand and incorporate in fashioning good poli-
cy in three key areas of education reform: performance and content stan-
dards, school choice, and charter schools. Drawing on experience from
states that have dealt with these issues and from an exhaustive review of
international and national data, the Templates detail how different meth-
ods of addressing each issue affect the outcome of specific legislation and
policy. The Templates recommend best practices and language to ensure
that desired outcomes are achieved and highlight problem areas that arise
when policy deviates from those best practices. The three-part series
includes:

Developing and Implementing Academic Standards,
by Lance T Izumi
Making School Choice Work for All Families, by John E.
Coons and Stephen D. Sugarman
Expanding the Charter School Idea, by Kenneth Lloyd
Billingsley and Pamela Riley
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Unlike other education reform proposals, there is nearly universal
agreement that education standards can be an important tool in improv-
ing student achievement. Standards inform students and their parents
what society considers essential knowledge that children should learn
during their K-12 education. Standards also provide taxpayers with
benchmarks to judge how well the public schools are performing. For
their part, lawmakers like standards because, at least initially, they involve
relatively minor costs while affording elected officials the opportunity to
claim that they are doing something concrete to improve the quality of
public education.

Little wonder, then, that many states have so far adopted or are in
the process of adopting some form of education standards that they
expect their students to meet.

As with many promising ideas, however, the devil is truly in the
details. The quality of standards so far adopted by states range from the
rigorous and excellent to the vague and useless. It is a sad fact, unfortu-
nately, that states have adopted more of the latter than of the former.
Bad standards are worse than no standards at all because they cover up
shortcomings in classroom instruction and student performance and,
therefore, end up deceiving parents and the public.

Further, even where first-class standards have been approved, the
mechanisms developed to implement those standards vary markedly in
effectiveness. Also, bad assessment devices and poor performance stan-
dards can sabotage good content standards. Thus, for example, a rigor-
ous set of standards can be undermined by an assessment device that
deemphasizes the importance of students getting the right answer. Given
such an assessment device, classroom teachers would have little incentive
to teach to the standards.

With such significant potential for missteps in the entire standards
process, the Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy has published this
template on education standards that will give lawmakers, education offi-
cials, and the public a guide to the crafting of top-notch academic con-
tent standards, assessment devices, and performance standards, plus
effective methods of implementing standards. This template addresses
questions such as: How does one tell a good standard from a bad stan-
dard? What are the ingredients for rigorous academic standards? How

8
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do we measure compliance with standards? How do performance stan-
dards differ from academic content standards? Which incentive system
works best in implementing standards?

To provide answers to these and other key questions, the template is
divided into the following sections:

§ Academic Content Standards
§ The Assessment System
§ Performance Standards
§ Implementation/Accountability Strategies

Again, the object of the template is not to rank standards since that has
already been done quite well by the American Federation of Teachers and
others, but rather to offer policymakers practical advice and recommenda-
tions for constructing and implementing the best standards possible.

Finally, it is important to point out that even good standards are not
a panacea for all the ills of today's public education system. Standards
can set challenging, yet reachable learning goals for children, but they
cannot, by themselves, change key obstacles to real learning such as
teacher training programs that fail to require subject-area competency.

Further, good standards cannot change structural problems such as
collective bargaining processes that produce agreements that make it next
to impossible to fire incompetent teachers.

Last, even standards that effectively raise the knowledge levels of stu-
dents cannot guarantee that students will become more compassionate or
moral beings. To achieve that would require adherence to a different set
of standards authored by a higher authority than a legislature or board of
education.

All that being said, however, there is much that a good standards
system can accomplish. What follows, then, is an outline of what such
a system should look like.

9
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Unlike other education reforms such as charter schools and school
choice (both of which are the subjects of separate PRI templates), one
cannot lay out a single "model standard" as one can, for example, model
school-choice legislation. Given that there are numerous subjects that
students need to master, the impracticalities of such an effort are obvi-
ous. Instead, what can be produced is a framework around which all
good standards should be built. A framework would be most useful for
standards crafters.

During the 1990s, a consensus has developed on the qualities that
should be embodied in any good set of standards. Citing past work by
experts such as Paul Gagnon, Matt Gandal, and Chester Finn, standards
analysts Dennis Doyle and Susan Pimental observe that a good set of
standards, in whatever subject, should be:

1) Rigorous
2) Intelligible
3) Measurable
4) Specific
5) Comprehensive
6) Academic
7) Balanced
8) Manageable
9) Cumulative.'

These nine characteristics provide the needed framework for the con-
struction of good standards. Before discussing each of these characteris-
tics in detail, however, a short word about the documents will be used to
illustrate and highlight the points made in each section. When policy-
makers first decide to put together sets of standards, they almost always
turn their attention first to math and reading. This is not surprising
since math and reading test scores are of great interest to parents, the
public, elected officials, and the media. It is a happy coincidence that
examples of standards in both subjects lend themselves very well to illus-
trating the strengths and shortcomings of various standards-crafting
methods and philosophies.

10
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Further, in both these two subjects, huge philosophical wars have
been fought over how and what should be taught. In math, for example,
factions battle over different methods of instruction. Clashes over phon-
ics instruction versus "whole language" instruction have marked the read-
ing debate. Thus, this paper will use several state math and reading stan-
dards to illustrate what works and what doesn't.

To date, a number of groups has issued rankings of state standards. In
math, California, which just approved its math standards earlier this year
(but only after intense battles between contending math forces), has
received some of the highest marks from experts at the American
Federation of Teachers and at think tanks such as the Fordham
Foundation. Internationally, Japan's math standards (adopted in 1990 and
officially designated as a curriculum) are rightfully viewed as some of the
best in the world. As one set of reviewers observed, Japan's math standards
"are refreshing to read; they are models of 'clear, definite, testable,' and no
grade [standards] runs more than a few pages."2 At the opposite end of
the spectrum are the failed math standards of Michigan and Massachusetts.
In reading, again, California's standards are widely viewed as among the
best, while New Jersey's standards rank near the bottom. Also, reference
will be made to Britain's National Curriculum (which is similar to stan-
dards in the United States). These nine standards, then, will serve as the
illustrative tools for this part of the paper.

Why are standards needed? The simple answer is that standards help
increase student achievement by informing students as to what they need
to know in order to progress through their schooling. For standards to
increase student achievement, however, they must be demanding, i.e.
they must set high expectations for students. Standards should ask stu-
dents to reach their highest potential. In other words, they should be
rigorous. Instead of being afraid to challenge students to excel for fear of
bruising their self-esteem, standards should ask all children to master the
core knowledge and skills necessary to compete with the best and bright-
est anywhere in the country or abroad.

Opponents of rigorous standards argue that it is unrealistic to expect
many students, especially those from low-income families, to meet such
standards. Yet, in cities and states where standards have been raised; stu-
dents of all income and ethnic groupings have risen to the task. In New
York City, for instance, after easier science classes were eliminated in
1994, the number of African-American ninth-graders passing the more
difficult Regents science classes more than doubled by 1995, while the
number of Latino ninth-graders passing Regents science quadrupled. In
El Paso, Texas, where poverty is widespread, after academic requirements
were raised in 1992 the number of Latino students taking and passing
algebra courses increased significantly. In addition, the number of

Developing and Implementing Academic Standards
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Latino students in El Paso passing state standardized math tests increased
from 36.2% in 1992-93 to 86.4% in 1997-98.

The point is poor and minority students, like most other students,
rise or fall to our level of expectation of them. All the more reason,
therefore, to emphasize rigorous standards applicable to all students.

Bad Standards

The Massachusetts Pre-K to 4th grade number sense learning stan-
dards include the following standard:

Students engage in problem solving, communicating,
reasoning, and connecting to:

1) construct number meaning by using manipulatives
and other physical materials to represent concepts of
numbers in the real world,

2) demonstrate an understanding of our numeration
system by relating counting, grouping, and place
value concepts,

3) interpret the multiple uses of numbers by taking real-
world situations and translating them into numerical
statements. (Massachusetts; Pre-K to 4th grade number
sense learning standards)

There are many reasons why this set of standards from Massachusetts
fails the rigor test. First, instead of adopting grade-by-grade standards,
Massachusetts has grouped six gradespre-kindergarten, kindergarten,
first, second, third, and fourth gradesand created a single set of stan-
dards that covers all these grades. The problem, of course, is that with
such a large grouping of grades, the standards have to be very broad with
little detail or specificity.

Take, for example, the second standard requiring students to demon-
strate an understanding of concepts such as counting, grouping, and
place value. Certainly students should be able to work with these con-
cepts, but how much farther along should a student in the fourth grade
be than a student in kindergarten or the first grade? If a kindergarten
student should be able to count single and lower double-digit numbers,
should a fourth grade student be able to count up into the thousands,
ten-thousands, hundred-thousands, or millions?

By the fourth grade, should a student know decimal notation, and, if
so, should it be to the tenths, hundredths, or thousandths? Should a
fourth-grade student know what a negative number is? Given the overly
broad language of the standard, it is impossible to answer any of these
questions. (This overbroadness of language also afflicts the other two
standards.) In addition, one notes that the entire set of Massachusetts

12
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number sense standards for six grades consists of only three standards (an
average of one standard for every two grades).

Compare that with the more than sixty-five detailed and specific
number sense standards contained in California's math standards for
grades K-4 (California uses a grade-by-grade system of standards). By
any measure, then, there is a lack of rigor in the Massachusetts math
standards that is due to, among other things, the decision to eschew
grade-by-grade standards in favor of creating common standards to cover
a large grouping of grades, the lack of detail and specificity, and the lack
of comprehensiveness.

Good Standards IN\

The California 4th grade number sense standards include the follow-
ing standards:

1) Students understand place value of whole numbers and decimals to
two decimal places, how these relate to simple fractions, and use
concepts of negative numbers.
1.1) read and write whole numbers in the millions,
1.2) order and compare whole numbers and decimals to two deci-

mal places,
1.3) round whole numbers through the millions to the nearest ten,

hundred, thousand, ten thousand, or hundred thousand,
1.4) decide when a rounded solution is called for, and explain why

this the case,
1.5) interpret different meanings for fractions including parts of a

whole, parts of a set, indicated division of whole numbers and
quantities (and measures) between whole numbers on a num-
ber line; and relate to simple decimals on a number line,

1.6) write tenths and hundredths in a decimal and fraction notation
and know fraction/decimal equivalents for halves and fourths
(e.g., 1/2 = 0.5 or .50; 7/4 = 1 3/4 = 1.75),

1.7) write the fraction represented by a drawing of parts of a figure;
represent a given fraction using drawings,

1.8) use concepts of negative numbers (e.g., on a number line, in
counting, in temperature, "owing"),

1.9) identify the relative position of fractions, mixed numbers, and
decimals to two decimal places on a line.

2) Students extend their use and understanding of whole numbers to
addition and subtraction of simple decimals.
2.1) estimate and compute the sum or difference of whole numbers

and positive decimals to two places,
2.2) round two place decimals to one decimal or the nearest whole

number, and use rounding to judge the reasonableness of an
answer.

Developing and Implementing Academic Standards
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3) Students solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division of whole numbers, including the addition and
subtraction of negative numbers, and understand the relationships
among the operations.
3.1) demonstrate understanding of, and the ability to use, standard

algorithms for addition and subtraction of multi-digit numbers,
3.2) demonstrate understanding of, and ability to use, standard

algorithms for multiplying a multi-digit number by a two-digit
number and long division for dividing a multi-digit number by
a one digit number; use relationships between them to simplify
computations and to check results,

3.3) solve problems involving multiplication of multi-digit numbers
by two-digit numbers and by one-digit numbers.

4) Students know how to factor small whole numbers.
4.1) understand that many whole numbers decompose in different

ways (e.g., 12 =4x3=2x6=2x2x 3),
4.2) know that numbers such as 2, 3, 5, 7, and 11 do not have any

factors except 1 and themselves, and that such numbers are
called prime numbers.

(California; 4th grade number sense standard)

There is simply no comparison between this set of number sense stan-
dards for a single grade in California and the number sense standards for
the six-grade grouping in Massachusetts. California's standards are com-
pletethey give detailed information as to what students should know by
the time they finish the fourth grade. Students must be able to count into
the millions, know decimal places to the hundredths, write fractions and
equate them to decimal notations, use negative numbers, compute sums
and differences of numbers with decimals, do complex multiplication and
division, etc. All of these requirements are built upon the equally com-
plete and detailed number sense standards for each of the previous grades.
Unlike in Massachusetts, students cannot slip by because of vague wording
in the standards. The requirements are precisely worded and challenge stu-
dents to understand and perform at a world-class level (indeed, the
California standards are similar to Japan's, and in some cases, are even
more demanding). In sum, the California standards are rigorous because
they are complete, detailed, demanding, and cumulative. Further,
California's decision to use grade-by-grade standards as opposed to grade
groupings enhances each of these characteristics.
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Various authors make similar points about the need for intelligible
standards, i.e. standards that are clear and understandable. Doyle and
Pimental, for example, point out that one can tell whether standards are
intelligible by the answers to questions such as:

Are standards clear enough for teachers to understand what is
required of them? Are standards written in jargon or are they
clear enough for parents to keep an eye on their children's
progress?3

A similar criterion is laid out by professors Ralph Raimi and Lawrence
Braden who, in evaluating state math standards, define intelligibility/clarity
as:

A. The words and sentences themselves must be under-
standable, syntactically unambiguous, and without need-
less jargon.

B. What the language says should be mathematically and
pedagogically definite, leaving no doubt of what the inner
and outer boundaries are, of what is being asked of the
student or teacher.4

Bad Standards

The Michigan high school math standard for numerical and algebra-
ic operations and analytical thinking includes the following standard:

Explore problems that reflect the contemporary uses of
mathematics in significant contexts and use the power of
technology and algebraic and analytic reasoning to expe-
rience the ways mathematics is used in society.
(Michigan; high school math standard for numerical and
algebraic operations and analytical thinking)

Can a teacher, parent, or member of the public understand what this
standard means? Most likely not. What does "reflect the contemporary
uses of mathematics in significant contexts" mean? What is a "contem-
porary" versus a non-contemporary use of mathematics? How does one
judge what are "significant contexts"? The recommendation of using
"the power of technology and algebraic and analytic reasoning to experi-
ence the ways mathematics is used in society" sounds impressive, but it is
unclear what it means, substantively and specifically. Given the ques-
tions in meaning raised by this standard, it is difficult to see how the
standard could be used by educators and the public as a guide to what
children should be learning.

Developing and Implementing Academic Standards
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Good Standards

Japan's 6th grade quantities and measurement standards include the
following standards:

Objective: To help children become able to measure the
volume of fundamental solid figures. Furthermore, to
help children know about the system of units of measur-
ing and become able to efficiently measure the quanti-
ties. Content:

1) To enable children to measure the volume of funda-
mental solid figures through experiments and actual
measurements, etc.
a) To know how to measure the volume and sur-

face area of fundamental prisms and circular
cylinders.

b) To know how to measure the volume of funda-
mental pyramids and circular cones.
Furthermore, to know how to measure their sur-
face area in simple cases.

2) To enable children to deepen their understanding of
the measurements and units of quantities and to fur-
ther develop their abilities to measure.
a) To efficiently measure by using the proportional

relationships.
b) To understand the metric system and relations

among their units and to efficiently use them in
measurement.

(Japan; 6th grade quantities and measurement standards)

The Japanese use a combination objective-content format for their
math standards. The statement of objectives outlines clearly and
specifically the learning goal, in this case, the measurement of volume
and understanding the system of units of measurement. The objective
is then followed with even more specific content requirements, in this
case, measurement of the volume and surface areas of prisms, cylinders,
pyramids, and cones, etc. After reading this set of standards, any
teacher, parent, or member of the public would be confident of what is
expected of the student in the classroom. There is no need for subtle
interpretation or trying to figure out jargon-laden generalities. Even
someone who didn't have the foggiest notion of what constitutes a
"prism" would at least know that the student's task is to be able to
measure its volume and surface area.

16
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In order for standards to be effective in raising student achievement,
they must be measurable, i.e. subject to being assessed. Later in this
paper there will be a lengthy discussion of the issue of assessment. For
assessment to work, assessment devices must be linked to the standards
and the standards must be crafted so that they require students to pro-
duce work products capable of being measured. The standards, there-
fore, must eschew vagueness and emphasize the use of certain action
verbs. Susan Munroe and Terry Smith, in their evaluation of state geog-
raphy standards, list types of verbs that lend themselves to measurability:

Standards employ strong verbs such as analyze, compare,
demonstrate, describe, evaluate, explain, identify, illus-
trate, locate, make, trace, utilize, etc.5

As Doyle and Pimental note, verbs such as these "indicate an assess-
able action."6

The contrast between good assessable standards and useless non-
assessable standards is perhaps starkest in mathematics. In math, there is
almost always just one right answer and it is the pursuit of that right
answer that is the goal of good standards, while bad standards de-empha-
size getting the right answer lest students, supposedly, get discouraged.

Bad Standards

Michigan's elementary grade data analysis and statistical standards
include the following standard:

Collect and explore data through counting, measuring,
and conducting surveys and experiments.
(Michigan; elementary grade data analysis and statistical
standard)

Contrast this standard with the first Japanese standard below. While
the Japanese standard requires students to count and order objects cor-
rectly, the Michigan standard asks students to "collect and explore" data
through counting, etc. What kind of data is to be collected? Data itself
can be credible or flawed. More important, what does "explore" mean?
How does one measure "explore"? Even if a child were to "collect and
explore" data exactly as the standard writer envisioned, it would be
impossible for an assessment device to measure whether the child had
successfully accomplished the task because right and wrong answers do
not flow from the standard. Children are merely given an ambiguous
task which can be achieved by any type of performance.

Michigan officials would likely retort that they leave it up to the

Developing and Implementing Academic Standards
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local classroom teacher to give greater meaning to the standard. Local
teachers would be expected to guide students in their data exploration.
Yet, even if local teachers do engage in such an activity, the standard
remains immeasurable. How could a state assessment device be created
that sought to measure activities that might differ markedly from teacher
to teacher? Aligning the assessment device to the state standards (which
is critical if a standards system is to be effective) would, therefore, be
impossible.

Good Standards

Japan's 1st grade numbers and calculation standards include the fol-
lowing standard:

To correctly count or represent the number and order
of objects. (Japan; 1st grade numbers and calculation
standard)

Rather than using vague words to describe what children should be
required to do, Japan's math standards repeatedly require students to do
activities "correctly." In other words, they must not just count how
many marbles are in a bag, they must count correctly and arrive at the
right answer at the end of the activity. Requiring that the correct answer
be the end product of the activity makes this standard easily measur-
ableeither the student counts and orders objects and arrives at the cor-
rect answer or he does not. An assessment device can easily discover
whether this standard is being met.

Japan's 4th grade numbers and calculations standards include the fol-
lowing standard:

To know that the quotient is not changed if divisor and
dividend are multiplied or divided by the same number
as the property regarding division and use it in consider-
ing how to carry out the computation and checking the
results of computing. (Japan; 4th grade numbers and cal-
culations standard)

Japan also requires children to "know" things as facts. In this case,
knowing that the answer to eight divided by two equals four is not
changed by the eight and the two being both multiplied by, for instance,
five. Once children know something as a fact or principle, then they are
required to use that fact or principle in carrying out associated activities
such as, in this standard, checking the results of computing. In terms of
measurability, hard knowledge can be measured. One either knows or
does not know that the quotient will be unaffected by multiplying or
dividing the divisor and the dividend by the same number.
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Wog Mcfrio

One of the main problems with many standards is that they are writ-
ten in such a vague manner. Some defenders of vague state standards
contend that the use of vague language gives local districts greater con-
trol over how and what is taught in the classroom. Of course, if that is
the justification, why have a state standard in the first place? And if a
state's education problem involves poorly run local public schools, then
giving local districts, the very entities responsible for the low perfor-
mance in the first place, the power to "fill in the gaps" will do little to
raise student achievement. Indeed, in a penetrating critique of vague
state standards, Chester Finn, Michael Petrilli, and Gregg Vanourek
make the following insightful observation:

The problem here is that vague standards are bound to serve
as a barrier rather than a ladder to achievement. How can
we expect students to master a body of knowledge if we fail
to define what that body of knowledge isand then convey
it to them in a meaningful and accessible way? How can we
monitor their progress toward benchmarks if we refuse to
state those benchmarks in clear, identifiable, and measurable
ways? How can we enlist the help of parents, volunteers,
corporations, and others if nobody knows what they are sup-
posed to be working towards? Vague standards set schools
adrift without a map or compassor even a destination.?

Standards, therefore, should be specific, while avoiding the peril of
becoming mired in tiny details. Lawrence Lerner, in his evaluation of
state science standards, gives a concise guide regarding the right level of
specificity to which states should aim:

[Standards] are specific but flexible; that is they are neither
so broad as to be vague nor so narrow as to be trivia1.8

Bad Standards

New Jersey's writing standards which students must achieve by the
4th grade include the following standards:

1) Use speaking, listening, reading, and viewing to assist
with writing.

2) Write from experiences, thoughts, and feelings.
3) Use writing to extend experience.
4) Write for a variety of purposes, such as to persuade,

enjoy, entertain, learn, inform, record, respond to
reading, and solve problems.
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5) Write on self-selected topics in a variety of literary
forms.

6) Write collaboratively and independently.
7) Use a variety of strategies such as brainstorming,

listening, discussion, drawing, role playing, note-
taking, and journal writing, for finding and develop-
ing ideas about which to write. (New Jersey; writing
standards students must achieve by the 4th grade)

These standards are so broad as to be virtually meaningless. For
example, everyone uses speaking, listening, reading, and viewing in some
way to help them with writing. Without some more specific require-
ment, this standard is about as helpful as telling someone to open one's
eyes in order to see. The standards also ask students to write from expe-
riences, thoughts, and feelings. But write what? And for what purpose?
The standards ask students to "write for a variety of purposes, such as to
persuade, enjoy, entertain, learn, inform, record, respond to reading, and
solve problems." Well, that just about sums up almost every form of
writing. This standard could have been shortened simply to: "Just go
out there and write." Likewise, the standard, "Write on self-selected top-
ics in a variety of literary forms," might as well say, "Write about any-
thing you like any way you like." "Write independently or collaborative-
ly"? That certainly exhausts all possibilities, i.e. one can only write by
one's self or with another. The bottom line is that these standards are so
general that they offer no real guidance for teachers or students. In addi-
tion, their excessive breadth makes them totally immeasurable.

New Jersey officials would likely argue that one of the reasons for the
lack of specificity of these standards is to refrain from stifling the creativ-
ity of students. According to this point of view, students should be given
the freedom to explore and experiment with many different ways of writ-
ing, and should be encouraged to do so by standards that avoid artificial
straitjackets. The trouble with this argument, however, is that in order
to communicate effectively through writing, students must be able to
understand and use the structure of good written communication.
Understanding and using such structure does not impede creativity, but
rather gives students a means of organizing their thoughts so that their
creativity can be enhanced. Ignoring the importance of such structure
often leaves students frustrated and confused (states of being certainly
not conducive to creativity).

Good Standards

California's 4th grade writing standards on organization and focus
include the following standards:
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1.1) Select a focus, an organizational structure, and a point of
view based upon purpose, audience, length, and format
requirements.

1.2) Create multiple-paragraph compositions:
a) Provide an introductory paragraph.
b) Establish and support a central idea with a topic sen-

tence at or near the beginning of the first paragraph.
c) Include supporting paragraphs with simple facts,

details, and explanations.
d) Conclude with a paragraph that summarizes the

points.
e) Use correct indention.

1.3) Use traditional structures for conveying information (e.g.,
chronological order, cause and effect, similarity and differ-
ence, and posing and answering a question).

(California; 4th grade writing standards on organization and
focus)

In contrast to New Jersey, California's writing standards are models
of specificity. For example, California requires that students write com-
positions based upon a recognized structure. Each part of that structure
has a purpose that the student must meet (e.g., "Establish and support a
central idea with a topic sentence at or near the beginning of the first
paragraph.") and which others can use to measure whether students have
or have not met the standard. Students cannot turn in any piece of
paper with words scrawled on it and meet the standard (as is the case
with New Jersey's standards). Rather, the specificity of the standards
makes them measurable, and, therefore, valuable.

Also, California's 4th grade standards for written and oral language
conventions include the following standards:

1.1) Use simple and compound sentences in writing and
speaking.

1.2) Combine short, related sentences with appositives, par-
ticipial phrases, adjectives, adverbs, and prepositional
phrases.

1.3) Identify and use regular and irregular adverbs, preposi-
tions, and coordinating conjunctions in writing and
speaking.

1.4) Use parentheses, commas in direct quotations, and
apostrophes in the possessive case of nouns and in
contractions.

1.5) Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics to identify
titles of documents.
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1.6) Capitalize names of magazines, newspapers, works
of art, musical compositions, organizations, and the
first word in quotations when appropriate.

1.7) Spell correctly roots, inflections, suffixes and prefix-
es, and syllable constructions.

(California,- 4th grade standards for written and oral
English language conventions)

Again, like the previous example, these California standards are very
specific. They require students to know various word types and their
use, punctuation and its uses, capitalization and its uses, etc. Because of
this specificity, any good assessment device would be able to measure
whether students had met these standards or not.

Comprehensiveness

Effective standards must adequately cover all essential and important
areas of the subject. Doyle and Pimental ask:

Are the standards complete? Do they cover the subject
in adequate breadth and depth? Do standards contain
the major concepts of a field, the essential ideas that stu-
dents must master if they are to have a grasp of the
field?9

Consider a set of standards that left gaps in its first grade standards
but was comprehensive in its second grade standards. The result would
be disastrous. E.D. Hirsch, editor of the Core Knowledge book series,
emphasizes the importance of shared knowledge among all students and
how that shared knowledge correlates to student performance:

If shared knowledge is needed among citizens to under-
stand newspapers as well as one another, then, by the same
reasoning, shared knowledge is also needed among class
members to understand the teacher and one another.
Every classroom is a little society of its own, and its effec-
tiveness and fairness depend on the full participation by
all its members, just as in the larger society. Such univer-
sal participation by students cannot occur unless they all
share a core of relevant background knowledge. This is
easily demonstrated in any classroom group. To the extent
that lack of relevant knowledge keeps some students from
comprehending today's lesson, it will cause them to fall
even further behind in comprehending tomorrow's.'°
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Standards with gaps in their knowledge could, therefore, end up pre-
venting legions of students from acquiring the relevant background
knowledge they will need to handle harder material in future grades.

Bad Standards

New Jersey's reading standards which students must achieve by the
4th grade include the following standards:

1) Use listening, speaking, writing, and viewing to assist
with reading.

2) Listen and respond to whole texts.
3) Understand that authors write for different purposes,

such as persuading, informing, entertaining, and
instructing.

4) Use reading for different purposes, such as enjoy-
ment, learning, and problem-solving.

5) Read independently a variety of literature written
by authors of different cultures, ethnicities, genders,
and ages.

6) Read literally, inferentially, and critically.
7) Use print concepts in developmentally appropriate

ways.
8) Read with comprehension.
9) Use prior knowledge to extend reading ability and

comprehension and to link aspects of the text with
experiences and people in their own lives.

10) Identify passages in the text that support their point
of view.

11) Distinguish personal opinions and points of view from
those of the author, and distinguish fact from opinion.

12) Demonstrate comprehension through retelling or
summarizing ideas and following written directions.

13) Identify elements of a story, such as characters, setting,
and sequence of events.

14) Identify literary forms, such as fiction, poetry, drama,
and nonfiction.

15) Expand vocabulary using appropriate strategies and
techniques, such as word analysis and context clues.

16) Read and use printed materials and technical manuals
from other disciplines, such as science, social studies,
mathematics, and applied technology.

(New Jersey; reading standards students must achieve by the
4th grade)
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These sixteen standards lack any standard dealing with phonics or
how children best learn to read. The evidence is overwhelming that
phonics works and must, therefore, be a major element in teaching chil-
dren to read." Yet, not a single standard anywhere deals with phonics
or, for that matter, reading ability acquisition. New Jersey officials evi-
dently assume competent reading ability on the part of all students in
grades K-4 since students are asked to "Read with comprehension" and
"Read literally, inferentially, and critically." One cannot read with com-
prehension without being able to read in the first place. Yet, in the
"Descriptive Statement" preceding the reading standards, New Jersey
sidesteps this crucial first step by saying that, "Proficient readers use a
repertoire of strategies (including phonics, context clues, and foreshad-
owing) that enables them to adapt to increasing levels of complexity, and
they develop lifelong habits of reading and thinking." In other words,
their assumption seems to be that all reading learning methods are equal-
ly effective and result in reading proficiency that increases through the
years. That view is obviously untrue, and New Jersey's failure to deal
with the question of how children best acquire reading ability leaves a
massive hole in its reading standards.

New Jersey's reading standards which students must achieve by the
12th grade include the following standards:

26) Understand the relationship between contemporary
writing and past literary traditions.

27) Understand that our literary heritage is marked by
distinct literary movements and is part of a global lit-
erary tradition.

28) Analyze how the works of a given period reflect his-
torical events and social conditions.

29) Understand the study of literature and theories of lit-
erary criticism.

30) Understand appropriate literary concepts, such as
rhetorical device, logical fallacy, and jargon.

31) Understand the effect of such literary devices, such as
alliteration and figurative language, on the reader's
emotions and interpretation.

32) Understand the range of literary forms and content
that elicit aesthetic response.

(New Jersey; reading standards students must achieve by the
12th grade)

By the time students graduate from high school, students should
have read Ernest Hemingway, Nathaniel Hawthorne, James Fenimore
Cooper, John Steinbeck, and other American literary giants. The closest
that the New Jersey standards come to mentioning American literature is
the allusion to "our literary heritage" in standard #27. Yet, even here,
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the standard does not require students to read or analyze any works in
the canon of American literature, but merely asks them to understand
that "our literary heritage" is connected to a "global literary tradition."
No need to read The Grapes of Wrath or any other book to meet that
standard.

New Jersey officials would likely counter that they are simply giving
flexibility to local schools and teachers to assign books that are "relevant"
to students. For example, teachers in schools with large Hispanic stu-
dent populations are free to assign books written by Central and South
American authors. The point, though, is not that there is anything
inherently wrong with students reading the works of such authors (there
is not), rather the problem is that by the time students graduate from
high school they should have read a significant number of works in the
American literary canon. This does not mean that state standards should
dictate a specific book list (they should not), but that a key area of
knowledge such as American literature should be an explicit part of any
reading standards, with flexibility given to local teachers as to which spe-
cific works they assign their pupils.

Good Standards

California's 1st grade reading standards on word analysis, fluency,
and systematic vocabulary development include the following standards:

1.1) Match oral words to printed words.
1.2) Identify the title and author of a reading selection.
1.3) Identify letters, words, and sentences.
1.4) Distinguish initial, medial, and final sounds in sin-

gle-syllable words.
1.5) Distinguish long- and short-vowel sounds in orally

stated single-syllable words (e.g., bit/bite).
1.6) Create and state a series of rhyming words, including

consonant blends.
1.7) Add, delete, or change target sounds to change words

(e.g., change cow to how; pan to an).
1.8) Blend two to four phonemes into recognizable words

(e.g., /c/a/t/ = cat; /f/l/a/t/ = flat).
1.9) Segment single syllable words into their components

(e.g., /c/a/t/ = cat; /s/p/l/a/t/ = splat; /r/i/c/h/ = rich).
1.10) Generate sounds from all the letters and letter pat-

terns, including consonant blends and long- and
short-vowel patterns (i.e., phonograms), and blend
those sounds into recognizable words.

1.11) Read common, irregular sight words (e.g., the, have,
said, come, give, of).

1.12) Use knowledge of vowel digraphs and r-controlled
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letter-sound associations to read words.
1.13) Read compound words and c
1.14) Read inflectional forms (e.g.,

words (e.g., look, looked, loo
1.15) Read common word families
1.16) Read aloud with fluency in a

like natural speech.
1.17) Classify grade-appropriate categories of words (e.g.,

concrete collections of animals, foods, toys).
(California; 1st grade reading standards on word analysis,
fluency, and systematic vocabulary development)

ontractions.
-s, -ed, -ing) and root

king).
(e.g., -ite, -ate).
manner that sounds

Compare these seventeen standards with the sixteen standards that
New Jersey expects its students to meet by the fourth grade. The
California standards, for a single grade, are very detailed and specific.
They do not assume students will pick up essential knowledge to fill in
the gaps in the standards, an assumption made by New Jersey. Rather,
the California standards offer a comprehensive set of assessable knowl-
edge-based requirements that will give students the necessary knowledge
tools they will need to read. The California standards cover critical areas
such as concepts about print, phonemic awareness, decoding and word
recognition, and vocabulary and concept development. The standards
are also part of a comprehensive set of first-grade reading standards that
include similarly detailed standards on reading comprehension and liter-
ary response and analysis. Further, subsequent standards in higher grades
build on the knowledge students are asked to acquire in the first grade.
The result is a set of standards that is complete, covering the subject in
admirable depth and breadth.

California's 11th and 12th grade reading standards on literary
response and analysis include the following standards:

3.1) Analyze characteristics of subgenres (e.g., satire, paro-
dy, allegory, pastoral) that are used in poetry.

3.2) Analyze the way in which the theme or meaning of a
selection represents a view or comment on life, using
textual evidence to support the claim.

3.3) Analyze the ways in which irony, tone, mood, the
author's style, and the "sound" of language achieves
specific rhetorical or aesthetic purposes, or both.

3.4) Analyze ways in which poets use imagery, personifi-
cation, figures of speech, and sounds to evoke read-
ers' emotions.

3.5) Analyze recognized works of American literature rep-
resenting a variety of genres and traditions:
a) Trace the development of American literature

from the colonial period forward.
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b) Contrast the major periods, themes, styles, and
trends and describe how works by members of
different cultures relate to one another in each
period.

c) Evaluate the philosophical, political, religious, ethi-
cal, and social influences of the historical period
that shaped the characters, plots, and settings.

3.6) Analyze the way in which authors through the cen-
turies have used archetypes drawn from myth and
tradition in literature, film, political speeches, and
religious writings (e.g., how the archetypes of banish-
ment from an ideal world may be used to interpret
Shakespeare's tragedy Macbeth).

3.7) Analyze recognized works of world literature from a
variety of authors:
a) Contrast the major literary forms, techniques,

and characteristics of the major literary periods
(e.g., Homeric Greece, medieval, romantic, neo-
classic, modern).

b) Relate literary works and authors to the major
themes and issues of their eras.

c) Evaluate the philosophical, political, religious,
ethical, and social influences of the historical
period that shaped the characters, plots, and
settings.

3.8) Analyze the clarity and consistency of political
assumptions in a selection of literary works or essays
on a topic (e.g., suffrage, women's role in organized
labor). (Political approach)

3.9) Analyze the philosophical arguments presented in lit-
erary works to determine whether the authors' posi-
tions have contributed to the quality of each work
and the credibility of the characters. (Philosophical
approach)

(California; 11th and 12th grade reading standards on
literary response and analysis)

As with California's first grade reading standards, the state's eleventh-
and twelfth-grade reading standards are models of detail, specificity, and
completeness. Unlike the New Jersey standards, the California standards
require students to read and analyze "recognized works of American liter-
ature" from the colonial period to the present. Further, after reading
these works, students must be able to recognize and display their knowl-
edge of such key literary elements as themes and styles, plus relate the
works to the various influences that marked the particular historical peri-
od (note the difference in specificity between New Jersey reading stan-

2 7
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dard #28 and California's standard #3.5c). In other words, students
must read and understand these important works. Notice, however, that
while the California standards include American literature requirements,
they do not dictate a list of which literary works must be read. This is
positive since classroom teachers should be given some flexibility in mak-
ing selections within the canon.

The California standards also require students to gain specific knowl-
edge in areas such as the structural features of literature (3.1), narrative
analysis of grade-level-appropriate text (3.2-3.7), and literary criticism
(3.8-3.9). This entire section is also part of a larger set of reading stan-
dards for grades eleven and twelve which includes similarly detailed stan-
dards on word analysis, fluency, and systematic vocabulary development
and reading comprehension. If students adhere to California's compre-
hensive standards, they will leave high school as literate members of soci-
ety. If students in New Jersey leave high school in the same condition, it
will be in spite of, not because of, that state's reading standards.

Although standards are supposed to be an educational tool, they are a
tempting target for some who view them as vehicles to change students'
social or political views or to modify behavior. It is, therefore, crucial that
standards always remain focused on all-important academic concerns, and
not end up becoming the Christmas tree upon which every ideologue,
social engineer, or behaviorist hangs his or her favorite ornament.

Sandra Stotsky, in her evaluation of state English language-arts/read-
ing standards, lists a number of anti-academic expectations to beware:

The reading/literature standards require students to
relate what they read to their lived experiences. The
reading/literature standards want reading materials to
address contemporary social issues. The document
implies that all literary and nonliterary texts are suscepti-
ble of an infinite number of interpretations and that all
points of view or interpretations are equally valid regard-
less of logic, accuracy, and adequacy of supporting evi-
dence. The examples of classroom activities or student
writing offered are politically slanted or reflect an
attempt to manipulate students feelings, thinking, or
behavior. The standards teach moral or social dogma.12

Bad Standards

Massachusetts' Guiding Principle II of Mathematics Education
includes the following:
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All students have access to high quality mathematics pro-
gram.... To help learners in Massachusetts schools reach
their full potential, the diversity in communities and class-
rooms should be treated as an advantage. The presence of
diverse learners in Massachusetts classrooms presents an
opportunity for all students and teachers to learn about the
rest of the world and appreciate the talents and culture of
each individual. Since different cultures sometimes use alter-
native mathematical strategies or perceive the relationships of
objects and events in the world in ways other than the main-
stream culture, their strategies and understandings can enrich
the understanding of all students. For example, Cambodian
children learn a different algorithm for division. If given the
opportunity to explain their method to the rest of the class,
then everyone broadens their cultural experiences, deepens
their understanding of the concept of division, and recog-
nizes the varied approaches to mathematics.
(Massachusetts; Guiding Principle II of Mathematics Education)

Massachusetts includes seven "guiding principles" of math educa-
tion as a preface to its standards. Although not a standard, the guiding
principles serve as "the underlying beliefs and tenets central to the
vision of mathematical power and content standards for mathematics
education in Massachusetts." The problem with this particular princi-
ple and its elaboration is that it is a variation on the typical bad stan-
dard which, Stotsky warns, accepts an infinite number of interpreta-
tions as equally valid "regardless of logic, accuracy, and adequacy of
supporting evidence." In this case it is true that ethnic diversity in the
classroom can be a very positive thing. But, that does not mean that
the ways in which each culture views math should necessarily be given
equal weight. Some ways of viewing math are certainly more successful
than others. Students should learn these successful methods first, and
then use them as benchmarks to evaluate other methods. It is ques-
tionable, however, whether students in Massachusetts will get such
instruction since the Massachusetts math standards also say that
schools need to move away from the notion that students should mas-
ter the basics before proceeding to higher level mathematics.

Contrary to the seeming requirements of politically correct multicul-
turalism, students should be taught using the best methods available and
not be confused into thinking that there is nothing wrong in using less
successful methods. The ultimate goal of math standards and math edu-
cation is not to form a better understanding of other cultures, better
taught in cultural anthropology or social studies classes, but to impart
math knowledge to students in the most effective way possible. The
math classroom is no place for cultural and instructional relativism.
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Good Standards

Japan's 3rd grade objective for arithmetic in elementary school math
standards includes the following:

1) To help children become able to use decimal frac-
tions and common fractions to represent the size of
quantities. Furthermore, to help them understand
the meanings of multiplication and division of whole
numbers and become able to compute in basic calcu-
lations, as well as to help children appreciate their
usefulness and become able to apply them exactly
and efficiently according to their purposes.

2) To help children understand the concepts of weight
and time and become able to measure the fundamen-
tal quantities such as length through appropriately
choosing units and tools according to their purpose.

3) To help children deepen their understanding of fun-
damental geometrical figures and become able to
construct and use them.

4) To help children become able to arrange data, and
use mathematical expressions and graphs, and to help
children appreciate their meaning and become gradu-
ally able to represent or investigate the sizes of quan-
tities and their mathematical relations.

(Japan; Objective for 3rd Grade Arithmetic in elementary school
math standards)

In addition, Japan's objective for Mathematics I in math standards
for upper secondary school includes the following:

Through consideration of concrete phenomena, to help
students understand quadratic functions, geometrical fig-
ures and mensuration, treatment of numbers of cases and
probability, and to encourage them to master basic knowl-
edge and skills, to develop their abilities to utilize them
exactly, and to deepen their appreciation of the signifi-
cance of the mathematical way of viewing and thinking.
(Japan; Objective for Mathematics I in math standards for
upper secondary school)

As mentioned earlier under the "Intelligibility" section, rather than
guiding principles, Japan has elected to place a statement of objectives in
front of the content standards for each of the primary- and middle-
school grades, and in front of the content standards by math subject area
for the high-school grades. As can be seen, these statements of objectives
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are academic statements which concentrate on content matter. There is
no political correctness or multicultural relativism here and no confusion
about what is expected from students. They are required to "compute in
basic calculations," "measure fundamental quantities such as length,"

data," "master basic knowledge and skills," and to apply what
they learn "exactly and efficiently." Further, as Raimi and Braden point
out, Japan's content standards, which follow the statement of objectives,
are specific enough that students will be inculcated with a "mathematical
way of viewing and thinking."13

There is an important distinction between skill and knowledge.
Skills involve the ability of individuals to perform tasks. Thus, being
able to find books in the library using the library's filing code system is a
skill. Knowledge, on the other hand, involves being able to comprehend
and retain the content of the book in the library. While standards
should not ignore skills, it is knowledge that should be emphasized.
As Doyle and Pimental point out:

How is it possible to decide, analyze, investigate, compare,
or classify without content? Skills can't be taught in the
abstract. Neither can they be assessed. Knowledge is the
scaffolding upon which critical thinking is built."

Yet, despite the importance of ensuring that students acquire good
content knowledge, many standards give short shrift to knowledge
requirements. Why? According to Finn, Petrilli, and Vanourek, the rea-
son involves the belief in many elite education circles that there is no
such thing as real knowledge:

There is no actual truth or definite knowledge, relativists
believe, only various culturally determined "scripts" or
"versions" of the truth. It would be oppressive, they
argue, for a state to identify specific knowledge that must
be learned by all. Any such knowledge would be noth-
ing more than script preferred by the dominant class.
Better to leave it out altogether.15

Such elitist opinions notwithstanding, knowledge of essentials should
form the central basis of any set of good standards. Stotsky, for instance,
places great emphasis on core content knowledge in her English/reading
standards evaluation:

[The standards] include knowledge of diverse literary ele-
ments and genres, different kinds of literary responses,
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and use of a variety of interpretive and critical lenses.
They also specify those authors, works, and literary tradi-
tions in American literature and in the literary and civic
heritage of English-speaking people that all students
should study because of their literary quality and cultural
significance.16

Bad Standards

New Jersey's speaking standards that students must meet by the 4th
grade include the following standards:

5) Participate in collaborative speaking activities, such
as choral reading, plays, and reciting poems.

6) Participate in discussion by alternating the roles of
speaker and listener.

(New Jersey; speaking standards that students must meet by
the 4th grade)

These standards ask students to participate in various activities, but
they do not ask students to gain any real knowledge. For example, a stu-
dent may recite a poem with a number of his classmates, but what is he
or she supposed to get out of the recitation? What is he or she supposed
to bring to the recitation to make it an activity of some intellectual
value? While it may be useful to have students memorize a poem and
then recite it back in class (many experts say memorization is beneficial),
the New Jersey standards make no mention of memorization (a student
could meet the standard by simply reciting the poem out of a book).
Instead of asking students to engage in an activity intended to spur
knowledge acquisition, these New Jersey standards merely ask students to
hone a skill, e.g., being able to read a part of a play or poem orally.

Also, New Jersey's K-4 cumulative language arts and literacy standard
on visual information includes the following:

Take notes on visual information from films, presenta-
tions, observations, and other visual media, and report
that information through speaking, writing, or their own
visual representation.
(New Jersey; K-4 cumulative language arts and literacy
standard on visual information)

There is no question that note-taking is an important activity, but
this standard provides no guidance regarding the knowledge that stu-
dents should gain from the visual event they are observing. Should stu-
dents be able to glean and distill the main ideas emanating from the
visual event? According to this standard, a student could take down and
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relate the descriptive information from the visual event, miss the event's
main idea completely, and still satisfy the standard. For example, a stu-
dent could watch a film of a Soviet May Day parade, diligently describe
the soldiers and military hardware passing before the reviewing stands,
and not address the parade's key objective of intimidating friends and
foes alike. Note-taking without understanding, therefore, does not
enhance the acquisition of knowledge.

Good Standards

California's 4th grade listening and speaking standards on organiza-
tion and delivery of oral communication include the following standards:

1.5) Present effective introductions and conclusions that
guide and inform the listener's understanding of
important ideas and evidence....

1.7) Emphasize points in ways that help the listener or
viewer to follow important ideas and concepts.

1.8) Use details, examples, anecdotes, or experiences to
explain or clarify information.

(California; 4th grade listening and speaking standard on organzation
and delivery of oral communication)

Unlike the New Jersey standards, these California standards connect
the skill activity to the acquisition or enhancement of knowledge. For
example, being able to use introductions, conclusions, and emphasis in
an oral presentation is connected to the knowledge component of pin-
pointing and following important ideas. Students must be able to know
what the important ideas and concepts are in the first place, and the
foundation of knowledge underlies the skill component. California's
standards, therefore, call for a balance between the honing of a skill and
the acquisition of knowledge that gives meaning to the skill.

manageabilitu

In their evaluation of geography standards, Munroe and Smith advise
that good standards "offer guidance to teachers in developing curriculum
activities, classroom materials, and instructional methods."17 The key
word here is "guidance." What standards should do is offer a road map
for teachers to follow so they can figure out what essential core content
knowledge they must convey and impart to their students. Outside of
this core, teachers should be given some latitude in bringing in other
information. In his evaluation of science standards Lawrence Lerner
notes:
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[Standards] comprehensively cover basic knowledge, the
importance of which is generally agreed upon by the sci-
entific community; they are not, however, encyclopedic."

In other words, the size and scope of the standards should be man-
ageable. Details that are too small or narrow can be placed in curricu-
lum frameworks, teacher guides, or other documents.

Bad Standards './A

Ever since Britain adopted its National Curriculum at the beginning
of the decade, British teachers have been plagued with manageability
problems. The curriculum covers ten subjects (English, mathematics,
science, technology, history, geography, art, music, foreign language, and
physical education) in such detail that, according to one British
researcher, "any desirable activity became compulsory.19 The result has
been that teachers are literally unable to cram all the requirements into
the allotted teaching time. As a consequence, according to education
professor James Tooley, head of the education unit at the London-based
Institute for Economic Affairs, many British teachers, convinced of the
need for more time devoted to reading and basic numeracy, are "coerced
by experts instead to cram their curriculum with 'Blue Peter' technology
and meandering investigations.20 One British head teacher further
observed:

As everybody knows, each subject was developed sepa-
rately. Given this approach we should not be surprised
that those who were involved tried to grab as much
human knowledge as they could and crammed it into
their subject. This was inevitable. Taken subject by sub-
ject, this was bad enough but then they all also started to
recommend what percentage of the total timetable
should be devoted to their subject and the total came to
130 percent of the time available. This is nonsense.
Somebody must take an overview. We need a framework
but one in which there is some flexibility.21

No wonder that organizations such as the secondary headteacher's
association have called for a slimming down of both the overall National
Curriculum and each subject curriculum.22 Also, last year, British chief
inspector of schools Chris Woodhead called for a slim-down of the
National Curriculum so that teachers could spend more time on literacy
and numeracy.23 The current paradox, though, remains that because the
British National Curriculum tries to cover so much, students end up
learning less.
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Good Standards 0r
Though often cited for excellence, Japanese math standards are only

forty-seven pages long. Yet those forty-seven pages contain the objectives
and content standards for every grade up to twelve, honors tracks, a track
for those interested in science or engineering, plus guidelines for the con-
struction of teaching plans. As Raimi and Braden approvingly point out:

All this is achieved in a mere forty-seven pages, less than
a tenth of the longest American framework, though
"framework" is probably a good description of the
Japanese document as well, for it does contain pedagogi-
cal hints of importance.24

By keeping to the essentials and by not getting mired down in ency-
clopedic detail, the Japanese standards remain manageable for both
teachers and students.

Cumulativeness

Learning is a building process. Knowledge gained in early grades
forms the foundation for higher learning in succeeding grades.
Standards writers must, therefore, ensure that knowledge requirements
for lower grades are complete enough so that students will not be con-
fused when faced with more difficult material. Conversely, the standards
for higher grades must be challenging so as to take full advantage of the
foundation of knowledge laid down in the lower grades.

Lawrence Lerner used as a key indicator of science standards quality
the following criteria:

[The standards] expect increasing intellectual sophistica-
tion and higher levels of abstraction, as well as the skills
required to deal with increasingly complex arrays of
information, at successively higher educational levels. In
light of the tight logical structure of the sciences, it is
especially important that the standards also expect
knowledge gained by students to be cumulative, each
level building on what has been mastered earlier.25

It is not just the "logical" sciences, though, that require this cumula-
tive effect. Sandra Stotsky says this about English/reading standards:

[The standards] are of increasing intellectual difficulty at
each higher level and cover all important indices of
learning in the area they address.26
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Bad Standards

Michigan's elementary, middle-school, and high-school grade data
analysis and statistics standards include the following standards:

§ Formulate questions and problems and gather and
interpret data to answer those questions.
(Michigan; elementary grade data analysis and statistics
standard)

§ Formulate questions and problems and gather and
interpret data to answer those questions.
(Michigan; middle-school grade data analysis and statis-
tics standard)

§ Formulate questions and problems and gather and
interpret data to answer those questions.
(Michigan; high-school grade data analysis and statistics
standard)

No, this is not a misprint. For each of the three grade groupings,
Michigan merely regurgitates the same vague standard. Even if the stan-
dard were used for just one of the grade groupings, it would be a travesty
since this vague standard lacks rigor and is immeasurable and unspecific.
To have the same vague standard for three grade groupings, however, cre-
ates the added problem that a child could conceivably formulate the
same questions in the 12th grade as he or she did in the 1st grade and
still literally meet the standards.

Michigan officials would no doubt say such is not their intent. They
would argue that they do expect progression of knowledge, but that such
progression should be demonstrated not by the wording of the state stan-
dard, but by samples of student work, expectations of classroom teachers,
guidelines issued by local districts, etc. The trouble with this argument
is that the rationale for state standards is not to create a void which must
be filled by local teachers, principals, and district officials, but rather to
create a set of concrete guideposts that inform teachers and others as to
what children should be learning and achieving. Standards should not
be a means of passing the buck.

Good Standards

Japan's numbers and calculations objectives for the 3rd through the
6th grades include the following:

§ To help children become able to use decimal frac-
tions and common fractions to represent the size of
quantities. Furthermore, to help them understand
the meanings of multiplication and division of whole
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numbers and become able to compute in basic calcu-
lations ....
(Japan; 3rd grade numbers and calculations objective)

§ To help children deepen their understanding of
whole numbers and how to express decimal fractions
and common fractions as well as understanding the
meaning of round numbers .... Furthermore, to help
them become able to master the four basic operations
[addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division]
with whole numbers and effectively apply to consid-
eration of phenomena and use addition and subtrac-
tion of decimals and fractions.
(Japan; 4th grade numbers and calculations objective)

§ To help children understand the meaning of multi-
plication and division of decimal fractions and
become able to compute in decimals and fractions, as
well as become able to make use of them in consider-
ing phenomena....
(Japan; 5th grade numbers and calculations objective)

§ To help children understand the meaning of multi-
plication and division of fractions and become able
to use them as well as to help them deepen their
understanding of multiplication and division in
general. (Japan; 6th grade numbers and calculations
objective)

Notice the natural progression of knowledge required by these
Japanese standards with regard to decimals and common fractions. In
the third grade, students are required to use decimals and common frac-
tions to represent sizes of quantities. In the fourth grade, students must
be able to add and subtract using decimals and common fractions. In
the fifth grade, students must be able to multiply and divide using deci-
mals. In the sixth grade, students must be able to multiply and divide
using common fractions. These requirements are, of course, spelled out
in more detail in the content sections of the Japanese standards, but
these statements of objectives amply demonstrate the cumulative nature
of the knowledge that Japanese teachers must pass on to their students.
Each requirement is based on the knowledge learned in earlier grades.

At each stage of their education, then, students in Japan have the
foundation of knowledge they need to receive new information, make
sense of it, and use it to carry out new computational activities. On this
point, as in so many other areas, California's math standards are very
similar to Japan's. If one examines the number sense sections of the
California math standards in grades three to six, one finds almost exactly
the same logical progression of knowledge in regards to decimals and
fractions.
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Many people think that once a state has adopted a good set of con-
tent standards, then that's the end of it. Crafting the content standards,
however, is just one part of a comprehensive system. Without an assess-
ment device, there will be no way of knowing if the content standards
are being met in the classroom. If the assessment device does not accu-
rately measure the knowledge content, then it will also be impossible to
determine if the standards are being met. A good assessment device,
therefore, is vital to a good standards system.
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One of the most well-known and well-respected assessments in the
country is the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
which is overseen by the National Assessment Governing Board
(NAGB). The NAEP tests in math and reading are administered in
approximately 40 states and are one of the key instruments used to com-
pare the achievement of students across the nation. It is, therefore, use-
ful to understand the process that the NAGB goes through in order to
develop the NAEP test.

According to Mary Lyn Borque of the NAGB, the NAEP develop-
ment process includes a number of distinct steps. First, there is the
development of assessment frameworks which specify content to be test-
ed in a subject. Next is the development of the test and item specifica-
tions which constitute the test blueprint. In her testimony to the
California Commission for the Establishment of Academic Content and
Performance Standards (hereinafter referred to as the California
Standards Commission), Ms. Borque pointed out:

This is the blueprint which defines exactly what should
be in the test; what the kinds of items are; the mixed for-
mat of items; whether it will be all performance or a mix
of performance and multiple choice; how many there
will be; how difficult they will be; how they will be
scored; how they will be constructed; how the composite
score will be put together; and whether there will be sub-
scales or not.27
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After the test blueprint is developed, then preliminary performance
standards are developed to provide benchmarks that will tell the test con-
tractor and others "how good is good enough in math or in reading or in
writing."28 The testing contractor is then given the content specifica-
tions, the testing blueprint, and the preliminary performance standards
and is asked to develop test items to measure the content specifications.
After the test items are written, the test is administered to students.
Once the results are tabulated, then the NAGB convenes panels of
experts to make recommendations (after considering all aspects of the
exam including multiple choice and open-ended questions) as to the so-
called "cut scores," i.e. what scores should distinguish between
"advanced" and "proficient" levels of performance or between "profi-
cient" and "basic." Only after all this has been done does the NAGB
pull out examples of student work that help exemplify "basic," "profi-
cient," or "advanced" levels of performance to parents and the general
public.

a ag ass affor

What type of assessment device should a state adopt? Of course the
assessment device must be aligned to the content standards. But should
the test rely strictly on multiple-choice questions, strictly on perfor-
mance-based assessments (performance-based assessments are not related
to performance standards, but, rather, refer to types of assessments where
students are required to construct responses to questions, such as open-
ended essay questions, or tasks, such as doing a science lab), or some
combination of the two?

Also, one must ask what is the assessment device's purpose? Is it to
meet the seeming needs of students and parents (e.g., focusing on indi-
vidual student work) or is it designed to meet the concerns of the state
(e.g., cost and reliability)?

In her testimony before the California Standards Commission,
Michigan State University Professor Susan Phillips, one of the nation's
top experts on standards and testing, listed a number of critical tradeoffs
between multiple-choice questions and performance-based assessments:

§ Depth versus breadth. [W]ith multiple-choice
items, you can get more individual examples of stu-
dent knowledge and skills. And the way I like to
think about it is you have this big domain of things
that you want students to learn. [Y]ou can't test peo-
ple for seven days in a row, so you're going to make
some choices. You can't ask everything that you'd
like to know that [students] may have learned. So
you choose a sample. And from that sample you
want to be able to infer to the bigger domain. You
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want that sample to tell you something about all the
things that were learned. Now with multiple choice,
because it takes less time to respond to an individual
item, you can ask more items so your sample of indi-
vidual things is greater. On the other hand, with the
performance type assessment or open-ended item, it
takes more time for the student to respond, but you
get more depth about the particular thing you asked
because the student is asked to provide explanation,
examples, usually some kind of written response that
tells you more about the thought processes and
requires the student to support their answer as
opposed to just picking an answer. So you get depth,
but you only get it in one particular area. And if you
went to all performance assessment, you would have
very few specific and individual things that you
could measure."29

§ Time and cost of scoring. "Many states started out
thinking that they wanted to do all performance
assessment. And part of that was because they
believed that they needed that to measure things. I

think people have found since then you don't have to
have performance to measure certain kinds of skills.
You can score multiple-choice [questions] by
machine, it's very efficient, it's very cost effective:
When it comes to the open-ended items, you have to
have trained raters [i.e., scorers] .... That costs lots of
money. It's very resource intensive. And so if you
had unlimited resources, of course you could do all
performance assessment, but most states have limited
resources and they have to balance what they can
spend for in terms of the scoring versus the amount
of information they're going to get by doing that."30

§ Ability to generalize. " [I]f they are well construct-
ed, you can take two sets of multiple-choice items
built to the same specifications, give them to stu-
dents and get very similar scores.... Performance
tasks, on the other hand, don't seem to generalize as
well. That is, if you have two tasks that measure the
same thought process, the same skill, the same con-
tent, students won't always do equally well. In fact,
you can get cases where they do well on one and not
on the other."31
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§ Factual knowledge versus higher order thinking
skills. "Another thing I would just underscore is
that some people think that multiple-choice items
can only measure factual knowledge and basic skills.
That's not true. Well written multiple-choice items
can measure higher order thinking skills. Likewise,
performance assessments, by definition, don't neces-
sarily measure higher order skills. You can, in fact,
construct the performance assessment that does very
low level things."32

Memorability. "Even if they are not released, [per-
formance questions] will be remembered because
there are so few [test questions], they're unique,
they're distinctive, and so you're going to end up hav-
ing to replace those even faster than the multiple
choice. And again, that's costly to do because the
development process is long and involved. You've
got not only the items to develop, but you've got the
rubrics and then you've got the training of the scorers
and developing the work that goes with it."33

§ Standardization. "You have to be fair to everybody.
And part of being fair means that you have to give
everybody the same opportunity to be successful.
That is, they all have to be responding to the same
task, the same situation, the same items, whatever it
is that you've chosen in a standardized way so
nobody has a particular advantage over another."34
(The standardization problem is particularly apparent
in the portfolio performance assessment discussed
below).

Other points stressed by experts include:

§ Equivalency. Assessments from one year to the next
must be equivalent in content and equivalent statisti-
cally. If they are not, then the results of the assessment
can be seriously misleading (i.e., gains or losses on stu-
dent scores may not truly indicate gains or losses in
student knowledge). Performance-based assessments
are more susceptible to equivalency problems.35

§ Validity. Do increases or decreases in student scores
reflect actual gains or losses in student knowledge
and achievement? If yes, then the assessment results
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are valid. If not, then the gains or losses are spurious
and the results are invalid.36

Part of the standardization problem involves scoring. It must be
pointed out, first of all, that there is some subjectivity in any assessment
process. That being said, however, it is still true that some types of tests
are more reliable than others, which is especially important in high-
stakes accountability systems where serious consequences for schools are
linked to the level of student performance on an assessment device. In a
high-stakes accountability system, accurate, and unambiguous measure-
ment is critical.

On a multiple-choice question, there is only one right answer so
there is no ambiguity about scoring. Not so with performance-based
assessments such as open-ended essay questions. According to Brad
Thayer of National Computer Systems, the nation's largest test scoring
firm:

If you give an essay [to score] to 100 teachers nationwide
and even if you give them a scoring guide, they're going
to approach it differently. Some will grade it more heav-
ily on grammar. Others on the content.37

Indeed, researchers have found that two trained scorers will agree
only sixty to eighty percent of the time when grading an essay using a 1-
to-5 scale.38 Horror stories of idiosyncratic grading by scorers abound:

Another readera single mother putting her daughter
through medical schoolbristled at instructions for
grading a short essay on a 1-tO-3 scale. Any response
written in capital letters, no matter how brilliant, could
not get a 3. But the only way to get the lowest score, a
1, was to write an "unintelligible" answer. The result?
Answers differing widely in quality earned a 2.39

Perhaps the most difficult type of performance-based assessment with
regard to standardization is the portfolio assessment. Portfolio assess-
ments require a student to perform various tasks in class, that is, write
essays, do individual projects, participate in group projects, etc. The
results of which are then collected and put into a portfolio for that stu-
dent. In many cases, the teachers and students are unrestricted in the
selection of tasks and the work products that result from those tasks.
These tasks and work products, thus, vary greatly from school to school.
Portfolios are then evaluated and scored. According to Professor Phillips:
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Portfolios are a wonderful tool in the classroom and it's a
wonderful way for teachers to show parents at parent
conference, for example, what's been going on in the
classroom, what students have been doing. It's very, very
difficult to implement that process at the state level to
use in some kind of high-stakes accountability process.
There are too many things you cannot control. You can't
standardize the conditions under which the [students']
work was developed. You don't know whose work it
really is. You don't know how much help the student
got, if they worked in groups. You don't even know that
that student made a substantial contribution. The stu-
dent may have simply taken the work of others.4°

In 1990, Kentucky passed an education reform act that required
portfolio assessment of students, but an academic review panel found
huge problems in the system. According to the panel's findings, large
scoring gains by Kentucky students on the portfolio assessment failed to
be matched by similar gains on other tests such as the National
Assessment of Educational Progress, which strongly suggested that the
test results were invalid. Also, use of ad-hoc judgmental procedures for
linking or equating assessments from year to year likely resulted in mak-
ing the year-to-year comparison of scores invalid. Further, because
teachers in the students' own schools scored the portfolios, results were
biased upward by a significant amount. There were also no control fac-
tors affecting reliability such as initial instructions from teachers; the
amount and type of pre-teaching using similar tasks; time allotted to per-
formance of the tasks; amount and type of assistance from teachers,
peers, parents, and others in performing the tasks; opportunities for revi-
sion; and the amount and type of assistance in revision provided by oth-
ers. Because of these problems, Kentucky has reinstituted a standardized
norm-referenced test.41

A similar Rand study of Vermont's portfolio assessment system came
to virtually the same conclusions. According to the Rand researchers,
scorers were confused by the scoring rubrics (i.e., guidelines) and dis-
agreed amongst themselves about scoring details. Training a large num-
ber of scorers so they could score portfolios accurately also proved to be
very difficult. Lack of standardization of tasks, especially in subjects such
as math and science where tasks can vary greatly, also impeded reliable
scoring. There were also problems with validity, and serious generaliz-
ability problems because the sampling of tasks varied greatly from one
classroom or school to another. Finally, financial costs of the system
were astronomic.42

As mentioned earlier, one of the most crucial fallouts of poor assess-
ment systems, such as those emphasizing portfolio assessments, is the
domino effect felt throughout an entire school accountability system,
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especially a high-stakes accountability system where rewards and sanc-
tions for schools are based on assessment results. If the assessments are
unsound, then the classification of students and schools will be unsound,
which could result in the triggering of inappropriate rewards or sanc-
tions.

The bottom line is that multiple-choice questions offer the best value
in terms of cost, breadth, reliability (i.e., accuracy with low measurement
error), validity, and ability to generalize. In its review of the Kentucky
performance-only assessment system, the academic panel strongly recom-
mended the re-incorporation of multiple-choice questions, saying that
their previous elimination resulted in serious consequences for the state
testing system:

The elimination of multiple-choice items by the
[Kentucky] Department of Education from all of the
important analyses unnecessarily restricts content cover-
age, lowers the reliability of the school accountability
index, reduces the stability of the equating or linking of
assessments from one year to the next, reduces the sta-
bility of the performance standards, and creates less
reliable and valid scores for school and individual score
reporting.43

All of this is not to say that performance-based assessments cannot be
used at the local or classroom level. They certainly can. The state, how-
ever, because it must implement an accountability system, must focus
more on issues of reliability. Performance-based assessments, therefore,
should be limited to areas where multiple-choice questions are simply
inappropriate. As Susan Phillips prescribes:

So that's why it can be optimum to use multiple choice
where that's appropriate to get multiple samples of
behavior, and use the performance assessment where the
objective standard calls for something that cannot be
demonstrated other than by a performance.44

SSE !Bagman

The way scores are reported rivals in importance the kind of assess-
ment in use. Are individual student scores reported or are only score
averages reported for schools or school districts? Will matrix sampling
be used?

The major plus for matrix sampling is that it allows for very wide
coverage of content. Since there is only a limited amount of time avail-
able for testing, it is often the case that a single assessment document
cannot cover all the material in the content standards. In order to widen
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this coverage, matrix sampling assembles different assessment documents
covering different aspects of the content standards. These are adminis-
tered to different sample sets of students (in other words, not every stu-
dent answers the same questions), and aggregate scores are then calculat-
ed. The NAEP, for example, uses a matrix sampling method.

The drawback for matrix sampling and other scoring methods that
do not report individual student scores is that students often lack moti-
vation to do their best work. Without the reporting of individual scores,
students may not work as fast nor answer difficult questions. Parents
have also been known to hold their children out from taking the tests.
This slacking on the part of students could have serious consequences in
a high-stakes accountability system where rewards and sanctions for
schools and school personnel are based on assessment results. It should
be noted, though, that matrix sampling in a high-stakes accountability
system would still motivate teachers to feel responsible for conveying all
the information required by the standards since they would not know
upon which portion of the standards their students will be tested.

Reporting individual student scores has several advantages. It moti-
vates students to do their best on the test. It informs parents as to how
well their children are performing. Informed parents then become a
source of pressure on schools to improve. The drawbacks include some
added cost, privacy concerns, and less content coverage, at least versus
matrix sampling. It is up to state officials which trade-offs they are will-
ing to accept.

suggamil mod Zeugglas

Finally, there is the question as to whether to first develop an assess-
ment device or to first collect student work samples that represent the vari-
ous levels of achievement/knowledge/performance. This work product
represents what a student with "proficient" or "basic" knowledge would
produce, which can then be used in developing the assessment device.

Since collection of samples of student work is often linked to perfor-
mance standards, putting the collection of student work ahead of the
creation of an assessment device effectively means that one is crafting
performance standards before the development of the assessment device.
(Performance standards are the benchmarks of achievement, aligned with
the assessment device, that indicate the degree to which a student has
met a content standard. These benchmarks are often designated by
terms such as "advanced," "proficient," and "basic" knowledge. A full
discussion of performance standards follows in the next section.)

One school of thought argues that collection of student work prod-
uct must occur early in order to inform education and testing officials as
to what constitutes "advanced" knowledge, "proficient" knowledge, or
"basic" knowledge of a certain content standard. Samples of student
work representing each benchmark (advanced, proficient, etc.) are desig-
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nated and these samples then assist those crafting the assessment device.
As a memo by the California Standards Commission observed:

Samples of student work, for example, illustrating the
kind of work children should be able to do at the vari-
ous levels, may be helpful to illuminate the perfor-
mance levels. They may provide guidance to students,
teachers, and parents about "how good" is really "good
enough. "45

One group of education researchers explicitly defines performance
standards as including student work samples:

Performance standards are, therefore, made up of a com-
bination of performance descriptions, work samples, and
commentaries on the work samples: the performance
descriptions tell what students should know and the
ways they should demonstrate the knowledge and skills
they have acquired; the work samples show work that
illustrates standard-setting performances in relation to
parts of the standards; the commentaries explain why the
work is standard-setting with reference to the relevant
performance description or descriptions."

There are, however, very serious problems with gathering student
samples first and then keying the assessment device to them. In her tes-
timony to the California Standards Commission, the NAGB's Mary Lyn
Borque pointed out three major difficulties:

§ Representative work. "[I]f your standards are being
set to raise the high bar ... then there's no guarantee
that looking within the current performance distrib-
ution you're going to find student work that repre-
sents work at or above the high bar . . ."47

§ Content domain. "Second, it could limit the
domain of content. Now what do I mean by that?
Let me give you an example. Suppose that one of
the goals of the California Writing Program is to
teach persuasive writing starting as early as grade
three or four and moving up through the higher
grades, up through the high school. And suppose
you go out and you try to find pieces of persuasive
writing at grades three or four, yet no teacher in
California might be teaching persuasive writing. So
if you only gather from what is out there, you're
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going to not only limit the performance distribution,
but you're also going to limit the content domain."48

§ Reliability and validity. "And then the third dis-
advantage, of course, is that it's clear in
[California's] legislation that you need to set stan-
dards that are reliable and valid. And it does cast
doubt on the validity of standards when you focus
excessively on where standards are now and not on
where students should be."49

Susan Phillips cautions that collecting student work samples and bas-
ing assessment on those work samples raises so-called elicitation prob-
lems (i.e., problems regarding how the work samples are collected).
Addressing the California Standards Commission, Professor Phillips, like
Ms. Borque, warned about the representativeness of student work with
regard to new higher standards:

Particularly in terms of what I've read about
[California's] standards, you have statements in writing
that say that you're aiming at a world class standard, that
you think you're not there yet. And so I think there's a
very real possibility that you wouldn't elicit your top
level behavior necessarily in going after the work on the
front end.5°

Further, says Professor Phillips, there are problems involving stan-
dardization (i.e., making sure that test conditions are the same for all
students):

[Y]ou're going to have to be very careful about what it is
that causes the student to do the performance that you're
scoring and you're going to want those conditions to be
the same for everybody. And if you just go around and
collect student work at some point, one of the things
you don't know is what elicited that work. In other
words, what background information they had, what
directions they were given, how much assistance they
were given, how much technology and other kinds of
things they could use to put it together.51

In addition, the process of gathering student work samples often
does not control for the time given to students to accomplish assigned
tasks. Thus, a student work sample judged to be representative of
"advanced" knowledge may be tainted because the student author of
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the sample may have had more time to work on the assignment than
students in other schools.

What these comments seem to say is that while the names of perfor-
mance levels (e.g., "advanced," "proficient," "basic," etc.) may be adopt-
ed at any time, either before or after adoption of an assessment device,
gathering and using student work samples to give meaning to those levels
prior to the development and administration of the assessment device is
unwise. Student work samples may be valuable in other documents such
as teacher guides or curriculum frameworks, but they should not be the
key factors in the standards process.

48
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Performance standards are often defined generally as benchmarks
which describe "how good is good enough," i.e. the knowledge a student
must demonstrate in order to show that he/she has a certain level of
understanding of a content standard (in other words, performance stan-
dards make content standards operational). According to the California
Standards Commission, this common definition can be stated as follows:

One definition is "achievement levels," meaning that lev-
els of achievement are laid out, and meant to indicate
the degree to which a student has met a content stan-
dard. NAEP's levels are a good example ("basic," "profi-
cient," "advanced," and an implied fourth level in which
the student is "below basic"or not on the chart at all).
The [California] Academic Standards Commission rec-
ommended five levels: Merit, Proficient, Nearly
Proficient, Below Proficient, and Well Below Proficient.
Even traditional grades (which theoretically encompass a
range of "scores") do the same thing.52

The U.S. Department of Education gives a similar definition of per-
formance standards, but supplements the definition with descriptions of
what the student must know and do to achieve the various performance
levels:

[Performance standards] flesh out content standards in
two ways. First, they provide descriptions (and some-
times examples) of what students are expected to know
and be able to do to demonstrate that they have reached
specific proficiency levels in the knowledge and skills
framed by the content standards. Second, performance
standards identify explicit levels of achievement in each
subject matter set out in the content standards.
Performance standards set the categories of proficiency
for students and allow a judgment of progress to be
made for individual students, for schools, and for larger
systems.53
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It is important to note, however, that there is still no consensus in
the education community as to the precise definition of a performance
standard. A recent report prepared for the U.S. Department of
Education and the Council of Chief State School Officers noted that dif-
ferent groups of people defined performance standards differently:

To test developers and psychometricians, performance
standard usually refers to the point on a test score scale
that separates one level of achievement (e.g., pass) from
another (e.g., fail), identified through a technically
sound process. To educators involved in the develop-
ment of curriculum and instruction, performance stan-
dard often means a description of what a student knows
and can do to demonstrate proficiency on a content
standard or cluster of content standards. To others, the
term performance standard indicates examples of student
work that illustrate world-class performance.54

The practical reality, however, is that once the scores from the assess-
ment are available, most people are interested in knowing how students
performed. The achievement levels and their alignment to the test scores
tell people how well students fared. Thus, the widely used definition
involving achievement levels should be the operational definition that
should guide the crafting of any performance standards.

It is important to note the quality interdependence of the content
standards, the assessment device, and the performance standards.
According to Linda Bond, director of assessment at the federal North
Central Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL), most states first set
their content standards, next develop their assessments, and then estab-
lish scoring levels (cut scores) that serve as performance standards. The
result is that "the quality of performance standards (i.e., cut scores) is
dependent upon how well the important content standards, and the level
of performance deemed satisfactory on those standards, are reflected in
the content of the test."55

Based on the NAGB's procedure for developing performance stan-
dards for the NAEP and recommendations of the California Standards
Commission staff, here are the important steps in crafting a set of perfor-
mance standards:

§ Set the number of performance levels. As indicat-
ed above, the NAEP has three levels (with an implied
fourth), while the California Standards Commission
has proposed five. The NAEP performance stan-
dards were designed so as to produce a bell curve
with a top, a middle, and a bottom. It is probably
best to have between three and five levels. Having a
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single level would limit the amount of information
about the degrees of student knowledge that could be
gleaned from the test results. For example, if the one
level was "pass," it would be impossible to say how
many students had outstanding levels of knowledge
versus those who had barely an adequate amount.
On the other hand, too many levels would make it
difficult to discriminate between one level and
another because, according to Mary Lyn Borque, "the
more of these cut points that you have on a distribu-
tion, the closer they get [to each other]."56

§ Name the levels. The NAEP uses the terms
"advanced," "proficient," and "basic," with an
implied category of "below basic." Some states have
shied away from designations that imply that stu-
dents have failed. The problem with this view is it
risks sugar-coating unpleasant facts. In Kentucky's
performance levels, the lowest level is termed
"novice" which means, among other things, that a
student shows minimal understanding of core con-
cepts. Does the term "novice" convey this low level
of understanding? A harsher term may be more
accurate, may inform the public better, and may cre-
ate greater pressure for schools to improve.

§ Provide descriptions of content and quality of per-
formance at each level. NCREL's Linda Bond says
that matching test content with content standards
"can be further improved by providing assessment
developers with a written description of what satisfac-
tory student performance looks likeperformance
descriptors."57 The performance descriptors are devel-
oped before assessments, ideally at each grade level.
Observes Ms. Bond, "Consideration should be given
to including sample tasks that illustrate the kinds of
things a competent student knows, understands, and
can demonstrate."58 (Although some argue that these
descriptors cannot be made meaningful without stu-
dent work samples to guide the process, the reality is
that many states and localities have devised descriptors
without resorting to work samples.) The following is
NAEP's fourth-grade "proficient" performance
description for writing:
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Fourth-grade students performing at the profi-
cient level should be able to draft an effectively
organized response that shows a clear under-
standing of the writing task they have been
assigned. Their writing should include details
that support and develop the main idea of the
piece, and its form, content, and language should
show that these students are aware of the audi-
ence they are expected to address. The grammar,
spelling, and capitalization in the work should be
accurate enough to communicate to a reader;
there may be some minor mistakes, but these
should not get in the way of meaning.59

It should be pointed out that some states refer to their performance
descriptors as their performance standards. However, performance
descriptors are only a part of a performance standard. The performance
standards should also include the cut scores on assessments which are
necessary to decide how well a student has performed. (discussed below)

§ Test items are developed and administered. As in
the earlier discussion of the NAEP process, the test
contractor takes the content specifications, the test-
ing blueprint, and the preliminary performance stan-
dards and comes up with test items which are admin-
istered to students (the test items could be sample
items).

§ Cut scores decided. According to Linda Bond,
"When assessments have been developed and admin-
istered, the next issue becomes one of determining
passing levels."60 These passing levels are the cut
scores for the test that demarcate the boundary
between the various achievement levels. There are a
number of statistical methods for determining and
setting these cut scores including predetermining
scale points as performance levels (the NAEP
method), predetermining performance levels and
finding scale points to match, the Angoff method,
the Nedelsky method, the contrasted groups method,
and the norm-referenced cut method.61 Some of
these methods are better than others (for example,
the Angoff and Nedelsky methods both have reliabil-
ity problems and the norm-referenced method has
been criticized as an arbitrary approach).
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§ Student work samples provided. Samples of stu-
dent work exemplifying performance on the assess-
ment device at each level are chosen and released.

Once the number and names of performance levels have been decid-
ed, performance descriptors have been issued, the test developed and
administered, and cut scores have been picked, then one has a perfor-
mance standards system that puts the content standards into operation.

53
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Even after a good set of academic standards have been adopted, after
a good assessment device has been developed, and after good perfor-
mance standards have been crafted, all could be for naught unless a state
has an effective implementation and accountability mechanism (current-
ly, many states that have content and performance standards do not have
accountability systems). Such a mechanism will be needed because many
school and district officials will often balk at implementing rigorous con-
tent standards since failure of substantial numbers of students to meet
those standards will reflect badly on the job performance of teachers and
administrators.

A good assessment device, aligned to the content standards, will pro-
vide significant incentive for schools to implement the content standards.
This is so because unless the content standards are implemented, stu-
dents will most likely do very badly on an assessment device aligned to
the content standards. Such a result would not be good news for teach-
ers and local school officials. One can see, therefore, why aligning the
assessment device with the content standards makes both educational
and practical sense. There should be other incentives, however.

Some states have set up various kinds of accountability systems that
are meant to encourage schools to implement and meet the content stan-
dards. These accountability systems fall roughly into two main types:
high-stakes accountability and low-stakes accountability. High-stakes
accountability systems involve the use of rewards and sanctions on stu-
dents and schools for meeting or not meeting the content standards.
Low-stakes systems are, basically, all ogler systems that do not involve
rewards and sanctions.

If states are really serious about implementing their content stan-
dards, then a high-stakes accountability system is strongly recommended.
Under a high-stakes system, the rewards and sanctions focus on either
students, schools, or both. The following are examples of high-stakes
accountability systems in a number of states:
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§ Virginia. Starting in 2004, 12th-grade students must
pass a series of content-based exams in order to gradu-
ate. Also, 70% of students in a school must pass the
exams, or schools could lose their accreditation.

§ Arizona. Students will need to score at a "profi-
cient" level in order to graduate from high school.

§ Kentucky. Kentucky uses its performance-based
assessment system to establish scores for individual
schools which are, in turn, used to set improvement
goals. Schools exceeding their goals are eligible for
financial rewards, while schools not meeting their
goals are assigned state managers. There is no high-
stakes accountability for students. As mentioned pre-
viously in this paper, the combination of Kentucky's
unreliable assessment system with its high-stakes
accountability system has yielded disastrous results.
The academic panel reviewing Kentucky's assessment
and accountability system concluded: "The misclassifi-
cation of schools in some reward categories are high
and, therefore, the rewards and sanctions may be diffi-
cult to defend."62 The lesson in Kentucky is that a
high-stakes accountability system must be accompa-
nied by good standards, a good assessment device, and
good performance standards.

With regard to high-stakes student accountability, the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT), which has been in the forefront of the
movement to promote tough and rigorous content standards, says:

Learning complicated material requires diligent studying
and constant practice, which students won't undertake
unless there are clear, significant incentives for doing so.
Incentives should include access to higher education,
training, and jobs, but they should also include more
immediate rewards, such as prestigious citations, special
trips, and scholarshipsand more immediate conse-
quences, such as required summer and weekend catch-up
classes (which would also signal that they might as well
learn the material the first time, since eventually they
will have to learn it).63

The AFT also advocates ending automatic promotion of students to
higher grades if students fail to meet academic content standards.
Students in danger of being retained or who have been retained should,
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according to the AFT, be provided with intensive tutoring or other spe-
cial instructional assistance.64 California has just enacted a law that ends
social promotion.

In addition, many education experts recommend the use of exit
exams for high school seniors. Exit exams test students on their cumula-
tive competency in core subjects such as math, science, and English lan-
guage arts. Students must receive passing grades on the exams in order
to graduate. The exams could be developed as part of the assessment
crafting process associated with a standards system and could be aligned
to the standards.

Exit exams have much to recommend them. First, such exams
would give real incentive for students and schools to meet the content
standards. Second, by requiring students to demonstrate their compe-
tency in core subjects, exit exams would give real weight to the high-
school diploma. No longer would employers have to wonder whether a
high school graduate could do elementary math or read a manual.
Third, exit exams would inform the public as to the progress of student
performance. Obviously, if exit exams are to be implemented, then indi-
vidual scores on exams would have to be reported. Although the draw-
backs of individual score reporting would apply, the benefits would still
likely outweigh such concerns.

Although linking student performance to the content standards is an
important incentive for students to take the standards seriously, it is
equally important to provide incentives for schools and school personnel
as well. It does no good to have motivated students if teachers and prin-
cipals are unmotivated. Schools and school personnel, therefore, must
be subject to rewards and sanctions if a high-stakes accountability sys-
tems is to succeed.

Many of the rewards and sanctions proposed for schools and school
personnel, however, do not create real incentives for schools and school
personnel to improve their performance. Take, for example, the pro-
posed rewards and sanctions contained in the report of the California
Department of Education's Rewards and Interventions Advisory
Committee (RIAC). As in other states, RIAC recommends the usual set
of monetary and nonmonetary rewards for schools that meet short-term
and long-term performance targets, based upon statewide assessments
and the state's content standards. Schools that do not meet these short-
term and long-term performance goals would be required to develop a
school action plan that focuses on student achievement, with those scor-
ing below average on the state performance standards being assigned to a
three-phase intervention's process.65

The three-phase intervention's process is instructive. In the first
phase of the RIAC intervention process, low-performing schools would
hire "academic coaches" to assist principals in developing and imple-
menting the school's action plan, and would receive extra funding from
the state and the school district to implement the strategies contained in
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the action plan. In the second phase, schools falling short of their short-
term performance targets after two years would receive state and school
district funding to hire a school improvement expert and implement
strategies for improving student academic achievement. Finally, in the
third phase, schools that still fail to meet their short-term performance
targets after another two years would either be required to continue
phase two activities, or be subject to a state takeover. This would include
reassignment or transfer of students, teachers, or other school staff and
the reallocation of school resources, closure, or other action.66 RIAC
says, however, that their goal is "not to close schools or terminate teach -
ers. "67 There are several critical problems with RIAC's three-phase inter-
vention's process.

First, in phase one and phase two, schools that perform badly are not
sanctioned, but are actually rewarded with more state and local district
funding. This creates a perverse incentive for schools to not achieve per-
formance targets. Further, what if the reason for a school performing
badly is the fact that the school has low-quality teachers and administra-
tors? During phases one and two, nothing could be done about that.
That means that for at least four years, students may be subjected to
continued low-quality instruction. Indeed, a high school class could
graduate during this phase one and two period. Even during phase
three, poorly performing teachers and administrators are not fired, which
is in accord with RIAC's goal of not terminating teachers. They are
merely reassigned to impose their poor quality work on students in other
schools. Unless such poorly performing personnel are faced with termi-
nation, which means the elimination of the tenure system, there is little
real incentive for them to improve their performance. Also, reassign-
ment of poorly performing personnel makes closure of a poorly perform-
ing school a hollow gesture, and RIAC says their goal is not really to
close down schools anyway.

As one can see, if states are unwilling to combine real sticks with
their monetary carrots then high-stakes accountability systems will be
destined to come up short in delivering the performance results promised
by the content standards. There are, however, more promising approach-
es to creating real incentives for schools and school personnel.

In Making Schools Work, edited by top education economist Eric
Hanushek, the Brookings Institution outlines an innovative incentive
system that, upon reflection, could be tied to and become the basis for a
high-stakes accountability system:

§ Performance contracting. The basic idea of perfor-
mance contracting, says Brookings, is that instead of
school districts employing teachers and administra-
tors directly, districts instead contract with indepen-
dent firms to provide educational services, such as
teaching, at schools.68 Since the terms of the con-
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tract could include any provisions mutually agreeable
between the district and the firm, one contract
requirement could be that the firm implement and
adhere to the content standards. Also, the firm could
be required to achieve specified improvements in stu-
dent achievement based upon results from the stan-
dards-aligned assessment. In other words, the con-
tractor would be paid according to outcomes. Such
performance contracting could either be instituted at
all schools or only at badly performing schools,
although optimally it should be an option available
to all schools. Performance contracting is an attrac-
tive solution if a school's problem is low-quality
school personnel.

§ Merit pay for teachers. Merit pay links teacher pay
directly with performance. Rewards, says Brookings,
are based on results rather than behavior "so they cir-
cumvent the difficulties in defining a priori what
good teachers or good teaching might be."69 Under
a merit pay system, teacher pay could be linked with
the assessment results of students. A teacher's base
pay could be supplemented with bonuses based upon
how well the teacher's students perform on the state's
assessment device. In California, the state Legislative
Analyst's Office has recommended implementation
of merit pay demonstration programs tied to, among
other things, student achievement on the standards-
aligned assessment.7° Merit bonuses could take the
place of the automatic "step raises" that teachers get
simply for remaining on the job.

§ Teacher selection and renewal. Brookings points
out that private schools directly link teacher
hiring/selection procedures and teacher retention
policies with classroom performance.71 Teachers
should be under a performance contract whereby
their continued retention is based to a significant
extent on their implementation of the content stan-
dards and the performance of students on the stan-
dards-aligned assessment device. Although a teacher
could be given opportunities to improve through
training courses, etc., those not performing at accept-
able levels would be terminateda fate, observes
Brookings, "that, today, befalls only the most grossly
and demonstrably incompetent."72 Once again, this
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reform would require an overhaul of current tenure
systems which means reforming the collective bar-
gaining process between school districts and teachers'
unions. Given the reality that such an overhaul
would be very difficult, reformers should start with
the more feasible task of requiring performance con-
tracting for newly hired public school teachers.

§ School choice. Brookings notes that, "Most public
schools effectively have a monopoly; parents living in
a certain area have no choice over which school their
children attend."73 Giving parents and students
voucher/opportunity scholarships that can be used at
the private or public school of their choice breaks
this monopoly. More important, says Brookings:

Allowing students to choose which school to
attend is meant to encourage them to attend bet-
ter schools. That is a particularly valuable oppor-
tunity in inner cities, where families frequently
lack the resources to move to affluent suburbs
where good schools are more prevalent. In turn,
consumer choice would pressure the poorer per-
forming (unpopular) schools to improve. Giving
students and their parents a choice would thus
place greater incentives on performance, because
studentsand presumably resourceswould
migrate from poor schools to good ones and
force all of them to respond to the concerns of
parents and to issues of quality.74

Although not mentioned in the Brookings Institution book, there are
two additional components to any successful implementation system:

§ Teacher training. As was mentioned in the introduc-
tion to this paper, standards do not, by themselves,
solve the problem of teacher incompetency. It is a sad
fact that many university schools of education and
other teacher training programs issue teacher creden-
tials without requiring that prospective teachers
achieve competency in subject-matter content areas.
Instead, prospective teachers take course after course
on teaching methodology. Newly minted teachers,
thus, often know a great deal about how to teach, but
little about the content they are supposed to teach. To
rectify this situation, two reforms should be instituted.
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First, the coursework at state-supported schools of
education should be changed to include a solid num-
ber of content-based courses which are aligned to the
K-12 standards (i.e., that emphasize the knowledge
required by the standards that teachers will have to
convey to students). Second, entry exams for teachers
should be created that measure content knowledge
and which are aligned with the K-12 standards. Texas,
for example, has put in place a high-stakes account-
ability system for teacher competency. Under the
Texas system, colleges that have below a 70% passage
rate on the state's teacher licensure exam lose the right
to prepare teachers. Such sanctions should encourage
higher education officials to start producing teachers
who will champion tough standards rather than run
away from them.

§ Professional development for existing teachers.
Most states have continuing development programs
for teachers. Once rigorous content standards have
been adopted, these programs should be reformulated
to coach teachers on the content they need to impart
to their students. Teachers must be just as prepared as
their students to handle the new standards. Kati
Haycock, executive director of the Education Trust,
notes that research from New York, California, and
Texas shows that professional development programs
that focus on the content that students must learn
have succeeded in raising student achievement.75

Regarding the school choice recommendation, it is important to
remember that the Brookings book was published in 1994, when only
fragmentary evidence existed on the effectiveness of school choice. Since
then, more and powerful data has been collected showing that school
choice does work to improve student performance.

Studies of the Milwaukee school choice program by researchers from
Harvard University and the University of Houston found that students
attending private school through the school choice program performed
better on math and reading tests when compared to a control group of stu-
dents in the public schools.76 In addition, the Wisconsin Supreme Court
has just upheld the constitutionality of the Milwaukee program providing
a major legal victory for school choice proponents. The evidence from
overseas is also compelling.

According to a study by the London School of Economics, students
attending private school through the British school choice program scored
much higher on college entrance tests than a control group of their peers
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in government-run schools.77 Finally, rather than hurting the quality of
public schools, Harvard economics professor Caroline Minter Hoxby has
found that increased competition actually benefits the public schools.

According to Professor Minter Hoxby, "A $1,000 voucher would
improve student performance across the board: both public and private
school students would increase their educational attainment (about two
years), test scores (about 10 percent), and wages (about fourteen per-
cent)."78 As Professor Minter Hoxby notes, "public schools that face a dis-
proportionate increase in competition because of the vouchers will dispro-
portionately improve their productivity."79 School choice options could be
included in high-stakes accountability programs in a number of ways.

Students at schools designated as low-performing (based upon stan-
dards-aligned assessment results and performance standards) could become
eligible for vouchers/opportunity scholarships. California Governor Pete
Wilson has been pushing such a proposal for the past several years.
Although it is imperative that the government keep its regulation of private
schools to a minimum, the state could attach a condition to the
voucher/opportunity scholarship that the scholarships could only be used
at private schools that adhere to the academic content standards and par-
ticipate in the standards-aligned assessment. This would have the advan-
tage of giving parents more information upon which to make their decision
as to what school to send their child (it also addresses the oft-repeated con-
cern that parents do not have enough information to make wise choices).

Private schools that do not want to accept that condition are free to
opt out of participation in the school choice program. Also, private
schools that do accept the scholarships should have their freedom to inno-
vate (e.g., freedom to hire/fire teachers, freedom to decide upon teaching
methods, freedom to contract out services, etc.) protected from govern-
ment intrusion. Legislative supermajorities could be required for any
added regulation of private schools. In the end, school choice offers stu-
dents, especially those trapped in poorly performing public schools, the
opportunity to receive a better education. It also gives public-school teach-
ers, administrators, and district officials a big incentive to improve their
performance or else risk losing students and the per-pupil funding that
comes along with them.

If a high-stakes accountability program is to incorporate these much-
needed reforms, then there will have to be dramatic changes in state and
local district rules, regulations, and procedures. The issue of collective bar-
gaining, for example, would have to be rethought. It is always easier to
tinker around the edges of the current system by increasing funding, mov-
ing around staff, etc., than to change the system in a fundamental way.
Yet, if the system itself is the reason for the current low state of perfor-
mance, then fundamental changes are necessary. Indeed, it is only through
such fundamental changes, tied to an accountability program, that the goal
of standardsimproved student knowledge and achievementwill
become a reality.
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All of the effort to craft content standards, assessment devices, per-
formance standards, and implementation and accountability programs
will be for naught if the details of these systems are not disseminated to
parents, teachers, school administrators, and the general public. It is
important to remember that this is not simply an exercise for education
insiders in state capitals. If people at the local level are made aware of
the standards and come to support their implementation, there is a good
chance that the standards will succeed. It is critical, therefore, that state
education and elected officials come up with a comprehensive communi-
cations plan to inform people about the standards system.

An effective communications plan should include several important
elements. First, classroom teachers should be made fully aware of the
details of the standards and the various programs attached to them. Too
often teachers are at the bottom of the trickle down of information. The
fact is, though, teachers are usually the first and best source of informa-
tion for students and parents. Keep teachers informed and it is very like-
ly that students and parents will become informed as well. Teacher
guides, professional development seminars, regular meetings with state
and district officials, and newsletters are just a few of the ways that
teachers can be kept in the loop.

Another important communications tool, of course, is the media.
Doyle and Pimental recommend regular ongoing meetings with reporters
and editorial board members to keep them informed. Given that stan-
dards, assessments, etc. are complex issues, a great deal background infor-
mation must be made available to reporters so they can provide full and
comprehensive coverage.

Most important, however, is parental involvement. Written explana-
tions of the standards and assessments should be given to all parents in
easy-to-understand booklets, flyers, brochures, etc. Parents must be
aware of what is expected of their children and the stakes involved.
Only then can parents become allies in ensuring that their children meet
the new standards and become watchdogs over the schools to see that
teachers and administrators are doing their jobs adequately. When both
parents and teachers have a full understanding of the requirements of the
standards, then they can work together through parent-teacher confer-
ences, parent-teacher organizations, and other joint activities to make the
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standards a reality in the classroom.
Finally, the rest of the community (business, organizations, churches,

etc.) should not be overlooked. For example, given the importance of an
educated workforce to employers, businesses and business groups should
be fully informed about the importance of a comprehensive standards
system. Businesses could then become partners with schools in making
sure that students meet the standards.

Developing and Implementing Academic Standards
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This standards template has covered a lot of ground in the preceding
pages. The issues involved have been complex and often subtle. A
recap, therefore, is in order.

First, a good set of academic content standards should be:
1) rigorous,
2) intelligible,
3) measurable,
4) specific,
5) comprehensive,
6) academic,
7) balanced,
8) manageable, and
9) cumulative.

In deciding upon an assessment device, policymakers should bear in
mind issues such as:

1) depth vs. breadth,
2) time and cost of scoring,
3) ability to generalize,
4) factual knowledge vs. higher order thinking skills,
5) memorability,
6) standardization,
7) equivalency, and
8) validity.

. Given these considerations, multiple-choice questions should be
emphasized with performance-based questions reserved for those areas
where multiple-choice questions are clearly inappropriate.

In crafting performance standards, the following steps should be
observed:

1) set the number of performance levels,
2) name the levels,
3) provide content and quality of performance at each

level,
4) test items are developed and administered,
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5) cut scores decided, and
6) student work samples are provided.

In order to ensure that standards become a working reality in the
classroom, policymakers should consider these implementation and
accountability mechanisms:

1) performance contracting with outside firms to pro-
vide educational services,

2) merit pay for teachers,
3) teacher selection and renewal based on performance,
4) school choice,
5) improving teacher training programs by increasing

content-area requirements, and
6) improving professional development for existing

teachers.

Finally, a communications plan must be formulated that informs par-
ents, teachers, local school officials, the media, and the general public
about the details of the standards, assessments, performance standards,
and accountability mechanisms.

If standards are to achieve their goal of improving student perfor-
mance, all these components must be present. As Denis Doyle notes:

A new triptych must emerge: Standards set, standards
met, consequences. All healthy organizations have stan-
dards for performance; the standards are subject to even-
handed measurement, and the organization is held to
them. It is at once that simple and that demanding."

Doyle also notes, however, that public schools are supremely lethar-
gic organizations that are difficult to change from either the inside or the
outside. This lethargy stems principally from the fact that public schools
are monopolies protected from competition.81 Without fear of competi-
tion, the incentive to reform is often blunted or non-existent. That is
why it is so important to open up the education marketplace to competi-
tion through programs such as school choice. The bottom line, then, is
that only by making public schools compete will there be any consistent
incentive to make standards work.

Developing and Implementing Academic Standards
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DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING ACADEMIC STANDARDS:

A TEMPLATE FOR LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY REFORM

By Lance T Izumi

Developing and Implementing Academic Stan-

dards is the second in the three-part policy

series, Templates for Legislative and Policy

Reform. The other two templates address the issues

of school choice and charter schools. The series

recommends best practices and legislative language

and highlights problem areas that arise when poli-

cy deviates from those best practices.

Developing and Implementing Academic Standards

is a groundbreaking document focusing on five

important standards-related issues. First, it

defines and outlines the critical components of a

successful academic standards system using
examples of good and bad standards to illustrate

key points. In addition, it offers analyses, dis-

cussion, and recommendations in four other

crucial areas: tests aligned to the standards; cate-

gorization of student achievement through per-
formance standards; implementation and
accountability systems to guarantee that the
standards become a reality in the classroom; and

communications strategies to dis-
seminate information about the
standards to parents, teachers, and
local school officials. Unless each
of these components is both present
and of high quality, a system of
education standards will most likely
fail to improve achievement.

Academic content standards set out
the essential subject knowledge and

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

skills students must master at defined intervals in

their school careers. During the 1990s, a con-
sensus has developed on the qualities that should
be embodied in any good set of standards.
According to a wide range of experts, a good set

of academic content standards, in whatever sub-

ject, should be:

1) Rigorous;
2) Intelligible;
3) Measurable;
4) Specific;

5) Comprehensive;
6) Academic;
7) Balanced;
8) Manageable; and,

9) Cumulative.

Examples of academic content standards meetinE

these requirements include California's math and

reading standards and Japan's math standards.

Schools and districts
where students fail to
meet the standards

should be targeted for
reforms guaranteed to
shake the status quo.
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Crafting the content standards is jus
one part of a comprehensive system.

Without an assessment device, there

can be no way of knowing if the

content standards are being met in
the classroom. Further, if the assess
ment device does not accurately

measure the knowledge content,
then it will be impossible to deter-

mine if the standards are being met

An assessment device tests students'



subject knowledge and skills and the results are
reported to officials and the public. In deciding
upon the type of assessment device to use, poli-
cymakers should bear in mind issues such as:

1) Depth vs. breadth;
2) Time and cost of scoring;
3) Ability to generalize;
4) Factual knowledge vs. higher order

thinking skills;
5) Memorability;
6) Equivalency; and,
7) Validity.

Performance standards designate the achieve-
ment levels on the state test (e.g., "advanced,"

"basic," and "below basic") and
what the cut-off scores for the achievement lev-
els will be on the test. It is important that the
cut-off scores not be pegged artificially low so
that, for example, more students score at the
"advanced" level than is warranted by the stu-
dents' actual knowledge. In crafting perfor-
mance standards, the following steps should be
observed:

1) Set the number of performance
standards.

2) Name the performance levels.
3) Provide content and quality of

performance at each level.
4) Develop and administer test items.
5) Decide cut scores.
6) Provide student work samples.

-.
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A high-stakes implementation and accountabili-
ty system must be put in place so that local
school districts have an incentive to make sure
the standards actually make it into the class-
room. Such a system cannot consist of more
money thrown at districts which underperform.
Rather, schools and districts where students fail
to meet the standards should be targeted for
reforms guaranteed to shake the status quo.
Policymakers should therefore consider these
implementation and accountability strategies:

1) Performance contracting with outside
firms to provide educational services;

2) Merit pay for teachers linked to student
achievement on standards-aligned tests;

3) Teacher selection and renewal based on
performance;

4) Targeted school-choice demonstration
programs in districts where students fail
to meet the standards;

5) Improving teacher training programs
by increasing content-area require-
ments; and,

6) Improving professional development for
existing teachers by emphasizing stan-
dards-aligned content-area knowledge.

Finally, a communications plan must be formu-
lated that informs parents, teachers, local
school officials, the media, and the general
public about details of the standards, assess-
ments, performance standards, and account-
ability mechanisms.

This Ideas In Action fact sheet is a digest of a publication entitled: Developing and
Implementing Academic Standards: A Template for Legislative and Policy Reform.

This study is available through PRI's Publications Department for $16.95.
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